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Prepare to be captivated as "That Bubble
Show" takes centre stage on April 6th, 2024,

at the Princess Royal Centre for Performing
Arts. This one-of-a-kind showcase, led by

Bubbleologist Chloe Ferguson, is set to redefine
perceptions of bubbles through a magical

blend of artistry and science.

Show Highlights
"That Bubble Show" promises an enchanting
journey into the extraordinary possibilities of

bubbles. Audiences will witness intricate
bubble sculptures, people inside bubbles, giant

bubbles and so much more. Far beyond
children's entertainment, this show guarantees

a unique experience for all ages, unveiling
bubbles in ways never seen before.



Event Details:
Date: Saturday 6th April 2024

Times: 2pm and 7pm
Duration: 1 hour

Venue: Princess Royal Centre for
Performing Arts

Ticket Information:
Tickets for this enchanting spectacle
are priced at £17.50 for adults and

£12.50 for children and seniors.
Tickets can be purchased from
www.guernseytickets.gg or Box

Office 01481 229999

Record-Breaking Achievements:
Chloe holds the record for the world's biggest bubble net and crafts much of her
equipment, ensuring a performance that goes beyond expectations.

Chloe Ferguson's Vision:
 I have been wanting to bring a stage show to life for a long time now, and
'That Bubble Show' is the culmination of that dream. I am thrilled to showcase
the possibilities of bubbles, and I am certain you won't be disappointed."

About Chloe Ferguson:
Chloe, a seasoned Bubbleologist; Her professional
journey includes a Guinness World Record and
membership in the esteemed Association of
International Bubble Artistes.

In the realm of bubble artistry, Chloe stands as a trailblazer, proudly
representing as one of the few female bubbleologists in the UK and one
of the youngest in the world. With grace, skill, and a touch of magic,
Chloe has carved her space in a field predominantly occupied by male
counterparts, proving that the enchanting world of bubbles knows no
gender boundaries.

Website and Social Media:
Website: www.thatbubbleshow.com
Facebook: facebook.com/guernseybubbles
Instagram: Instagram.com/guernseybubbles
TikTok: @guernseybubbles


